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Nanocrystalline metals typically have high fatigue strengths but low resis-
tance to crack propagation. Amorphous intergranular films are disordered
grain boundary complexions that have been shown to delay crack nucleation
and slow crack propagation during monotonic loading by diffusing grain
boundary strain concentrations, which suggests they may also be beneficial for
fatigue properties. To probe this hypothesis, in situ transmission electron
microscopy fatigue cycling is performed on Cu-1 at.% Zr thin films thermally
treated to have either only ordered grain boundaries or amorphous inter-
granular films. The sample with only ordered grain boundaries experienced
grain coarsening at crack initiation followed by unsteady crack propagation
and extensive nanocracking, whereas the sample containing amorphous
intergranular films had no grain coarsening at crack initiation followed by
steady crack propagation and distributed plastic activity. Microstructural
design for control of these behaviors through simple thermal treatments can
allow for the improvement of nanocrystalline metal fatigue toughness.

INTRODUCTION

Although nanocrystalline metals, defined as hav-
ing an average grain size less than 100 nm, have
excellent structural properties such as high
strength,1 hardness,2 and wear resistance,3 these
properties are challenged by the most widespread
mechanical failure: fatigue.4 Nanocrystalline metals
can usually achieve longer overall fatigue lifetimes
compared with coarse-grained counterparts,5 but
their weakness is limited resistance to crack growth
and hence rapid failure after crack nucleation.6

Fatigue lifetime in the high-cycle, low-amplitude
regime can be considered in two stages: (1) crack
initiation, followed by (2) crack propagation until
sudden failure. Crack initiation in nanocrystalline
metals has been shown to be preceded by abnormal
grain growth and slip protrusions,7–9 whereas
coarse-grained metal crack initiation relies primar-
ily on persistent slip band activity.10 Once initiated,
cracks propagate through combinations of plasticity
and interior crack formation that are dependent on
the loading conditions and grain size,11,12 driven by

mechanisms such as dislocation nucleation and
motion,13 deformation twinning,14 grain boundary
migration,15 grain boundary sliding,16,17 coopera-
tive grain rotation,18 and cavitation.13 Crack prop-
agation in coarse-grained metals is resisted by
tortuosity, plasticity, and roughness-induced crack
closure, but these mechanisms all become sup-
pressed with decreasing grain size.11

Complexions are defined as thermodynamically
stable grain boundary features that can assume a
range of ordered or disordered structures,19 where
the disordered version with an equilibrium thick-
ness would be called an ‘‘amorphous intergranular
film’’ (AIF). Nanocrystalline grain sizes can poten-
tially offer new opportunities by leveraging their
associated high grain boundary volume fraction20

through complexions. Nanocrystalline Cu-Zr alloys
with AIFs have both increased strength and ductil-
ity compared with the same alloy with only conven-
tional, ordered grain boundaries.21 AIFs increase
ductility and damage tolerance by diffusing the local
strain concentrations at the grain boundary caused
by dislocation absorption, which results in slower
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crack nucleation and growth.21,22 To date, this
behavior has only been studied under monotonic
loading scenarios, but it is hypothesized that a
similar mechanism may also allow for improved
fatigue behavior.

In this study, in situ transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) fatigue was performed on
nanocrystalline Cu-1 at.% Zr thin films processed
to have either only ordered grain boundaries
(‘‘ordered grain boundary sample’’) or AIFs scat-
tered throughout the grain boundary network
(‘‘AIF-containing sample’’). Microstructural analysis
during crack initiation and propagation reveals
grain growth at crack initiation with unstable crack
growth and extensive nanocracking in the ordered
grain boundary sample, whereas the AIF-contain-
ing sample had no grain growth at crack initiation
with stable crack growth and distributed plasticity.
Both samples were extrinsically toughened through
grain bridging, while the more ductile AIF sample
was also toughened intrinsically through crack tip
plasticity mechanisms. By tuning grain boundary
structure and composition, traditional extrinsic and
intrinsic fatigue toughening mechanisms can be
applied to resist crack propagation in nanocrys-
talline metals.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Cu-1 at.% Zr thin films were produced with
magnetron co-sputtering using an Ar plasma with
a Kurt J. Lesker Lab 18 modular thin film deposi-
tion system. The films were deposited at room
temperature using 400 W for Cu and 46 W for Zr
at 12 mT onto polished salt substrates. The films
were then floated onto Protochips, Inc. Fusion
heating chips through dissolution of the salt sub-
strate in a solution of water and isopropyl alcohol.
Additional details describing the film deposition and
sample preparation are provided in the online
Supplementary Note 1. The films were annealed
under vacuum using an Aduro double tilt heating
holder in an FEI Tecnai G(2) F30 S-Twin 300 kV
TEM. The samples were subjected to different heat
treatments on separate heating chips to create the
ordered grain boundary or AIF-containing samples.
First, both samples were heated from 25�C to 850�C
over the course of 1 h (ramp rate of 0.23�C/s) and
then held at 850�C for 1 h. AIFs have been previ-
ously observed in ball-milled Cu-Zr alloys that were
annealed at this temperature.23 After the 1 h
anneal, one sample was slowly cooled over the
course of 600 s to 25�C (cool-down rate of 1.4�C/s) to
create the ordered grain boundary sample. The AIF
structure is only stable at high temperatures where
grain boundary pre-melting occurs, so the slow
cooling treatment allows these features to crystal-
lize and form the typical ordered grain boundary
structure. Alternatively, another sample was
quickly cooled in < 1 s by turning off the applied
electrical current, which rapidly removes the

heating input. Since the remainder of the heating
chip is much larger than the sample itself, the
specimen rapidly cools and ‘‘freezes’’ in any bound-
ary structures that were stable at high tempera-
tures (AIFs for these alloys).24 This rapid cooling
step is analogous to quenching of powder samples
that was used previously for ball-milled Cu-Zr.23

Similar rapid quenching to freeze in an amorphous
structure has also been used to create monatomic
metallic glasses.25 Bright field TEM, high-resolu-
tion TEM, selected area electron diffraction (SAED),
and scanning TEM energy-dispersive x-ray spec-
troscopy (STEM-EDS) were performed with a JEOL
2800 and JEOL 2100 operated at 200 kV. A film
thickness of 51 ± 6 nm was measured for the as-
deposited sample through electron energy loss spec-
troscopy (EELS) at 300 kV in a JEOL Grand
ARM300CF, with additional EELS measurement
details in online Supplementary Note 2. Average
grain sizes were calculated from bright field TEM
images by measuring the equivalent circular diam-
eters of at least 100 grains from each sample.

The in situ TEM fatigue methodology was mod-
eled after a prior study by Bufford et al.26 Electron
transparent single edge notched tension (SENT)27

specimens were prepared from the annealed thin
films using a focused ion beam (FIB) lift-out tech-
nique with an FEI Nova 600 Nanolab FIB scanning
electron microscope (SEM), where efforts were
made to minimize inadvertent Pt deposition and
FIB damage over the gauge area, both of which can
impact mechanical behavior.28 These specimens
were then placed on push-to-pull (PTP) devices
from the Bruker Corporation for testing. Additional
details regarding mechanical testing sample prepa-
ration are provided in online Supplementary Note 1.
The PTP devices were actuated with a Bruker PI 95
TEM PicoIndenter holder in a JEOL 2100 operated
at 200 kV at Sandia National Laboratories.29 Ten-
sion–tension open loop fatigue was performed at
100 Hz to 200 Hz with a staircase loading regimen30

consisting of progressively increasing peak loads
and amplitudes, with the full loading conditions
provided in online Supplementary Note 3. The
loading conditions between the two samples were
identical until final fracture of the AIF-containing
sample, with the ordered grain boundary sample
receiving continued progressive loading until frac-
ture. Although the final loading conditions differ
between the two samples, our focus was on ensuring
that the fatigue crack progressed so that we could
understand the relevant deformation mechanisms
for each material. The fatigue tests were performed
with continuous video recording using a 680 nm 9
680 nm field of view and an image capture rate of

15 frames per second in bright field TEM mode that
was optimized for diffraction contrast. Note that
during fatigue cycling, TEM images were blurred
since the loading frequency was faster than the
frame rate, with approximately 14 cycles captured
per frame. To capture the evolution of each sample
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better, cycling was interrupted by periods of con-
stant load where cycling was stopped and the
samples partially unloaded to capture clear images.
All bright field TEM images of the fatigue specimen
captured from the video have been rotated so that
the loading direction is vertical, and crack propa-
gation is from left to right.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bright field TEM images of the ordered grain
boundary sample and AIF-containing sample are
shown in Fig. 1a and b, respectively, where the
white arrow in Fig. 1a indicates the loading direc-
tion. Figure 1c shows an SEM image of the sample
preparation on the PTP device using Pt deposition.
The brighter contrast over the gauge region indi-
cates that the deposited thickness of the thin film is
sufficiently thin as to be electron transparent.
Experimental factors that are hard to control such
as precise sample geometries, notch shape, speci-
men warp, internal film stress, changing grain
imaging conditions, and imperfect Pt attachment
at the gripper region limit the potential discussion
of exact fatigue properties, where even within a

given sample, specimen thickness can vary. How-
ever, differences in microstructural mechanisms
and behavior during fatigue are investigated and
reveal insight into how AIFs can contribute to
fatigue crack growth resistance. Bright field TEM
images of the ordered grain boundary (Fig. 1d) and
AIF-containing (Fig. 1e) samples are shown at the
regions of interest immediately adjacent to the
notch where crack initiation and propagation
occurred. Locally thin regions are present in both
films, which may be due to the sputter deposition
process,31 grain boundary grooving, or preexisting
inhomogeneities. The average grain size of the
ordered grain boundary sample is 43 ± 11 nm,
while the average grain size of the AIF-containing
sample is 46 ± 14 nm, meaning that only one or
possibly two grains are through the film thickness.
A few abnormally large grains at the notch, visible
in Fig. 1, are present prior to fatigue and are likely
due to FIB-induced grain growth from notch cre-
ation.32 The SAED pattern insets in Fig. 1d and e
only have Cu face-centered cubic rings, overlaid in
blue, meaning no detectable second phase such as
hexagonal close packed Zr or an intermetallic was

Fig. 1. Bright field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the Cu-1 at.% Zr films with (a) ordered grain boundaries and (b)
amorphous intergranular films (AIFs). (c) Scanning electron microscopy image of the fatigue sample preparation on the push-to-pull device.
Bright field TEM images of the region adjacent to the notch (left) are shown for the (d) ordered grain boundary and (e) AIF-containing samples.
The insets in (d) and (e) show the corresponding electron diffraction patterns with the Cu face-centered cubic rings superimposed in blue. (f)
High-resolution TEM image showing an AIF from the AIF-containing sample outlined by dashed red lines.
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observed. The film composition of 0.9 ± 0.3 at.% Zr
was measured by averaging values across STEM-
EDS line scans. Clear evidence of dopant segrega-
tion to the grain boundaries was not detected unlike
in previous Cu-Zr experimental studies.23,33 How-
ever, the solid solubility of 0.12 at.% Zr in Cu
coupled with compositions near the EDS resolution
lower limits may make dopant segregation in this
study more subtle and difficult to measure than in
previous experimental studies that used higher Zr
doping percentages. The high-resolution TEM
image in Fig. 1f shows an AIF from the quenched
film that was identified through Fresnel fringe
imaging 34 in edge-on conditions. AIF formation is
dependent on the grain boundary energy, local
chemistry, and quenching rate, so it does not occur
at every grain boundary.19,21 Instead, AIF-contain-
ing samples have a distribution of complexion types,
including both ordered and disordered grain
boundaries.

Analysis of crack initiation, the first stage of
fatigue damage, is presented first. Crack initiation
is defined as when a crack ingress has been
observed beyond the FIB-created notch. In both
the ordered and AIF-containing grain boundaries,
the nanoscale fatigue cracks first initiated about one
grain diameter (� 20 nm) ahead of the notch,
presumably due to the higher stresses ahead of
the notch and/or weaker microstructural features to
enable crack initiation. Grain growth preceded
crack initiation in the ordered grain boundary
sample, reminiscent of prior nanocrystalline metal
fatigue studies,7–9 but grain growth was absent
during crack initiation in the AIF-containing sam-
ple. AIFs strongly resist grain growth, so much so
that even when nanocrystalline ball-milled Cu-Zr
containing AIFs was held at 98% of its solidus
temperature for a week, it remained nanocrys-
talline.23 In fact, Schuler et al.35 even observed a
new regime of high-temperature nanocrystalline
stability due to AIF formation in Ni-W alloys. The
ability of AIFs to both stabilize the grain size and
diffuse local grain boundary strain concentrations
may contribute to the absence of grain coarsening in
the AIF-containing sample at fatigue crack nucle-
ation. Figure 2a, b, c, d, e and f shows crack
initiation at the notch marked by the dashed line
in the ordered grain boundary sample with progres-
sive cycling in the loading direction indicated by the
white arrow in Fig. 2a. The number of elapsed
cycles is indicated in white at the bottom right of
each frame. The grain denoted by the black arrows
in Fig. 2a, b, c, d, e and f more than triples in size
from 12 nm to 41 nm. Although the grain growth is
less dramatic than that observed in other nanocrys-
talline metal fatigue studies,7,8,26 this may be due to
the maximum grain size being limited by the thin
film thickness.36 In the ordered grain boundary
sample, black contrast features were observed to
migrate during cyclic loading, particularly across
the grains marked by the black and blue arrows in

Fig. 2e and f. Although the defect character was not
determined due to the unknown beam condition and
diffraction contrast, the contrast is consistent with
dislocation-based plasticity.14,31 The red arrows in
Fig. 2f mark competing crack initiation sites where
intergranular cracks have formed. The grain adja-
cent to the lower interior crack in Fig. 2f eventually
yields, allowing the intergranular crack to connect
to the notch and commence crack propagation. In
contrast, the AIF-containing sample shown in
Fig. 2g, h, i, j, k and l had distributed plastic
activity evidenced by discrete microstructural con-
trast changes surrounding the notch region until an
internal crack marked by the red arrow in Fig. 2k
and l formed at a microstructural feature. The
adjacent grain indicated by the blue arrow in
Fig. 2k and l eventually breaks away, connecting
the internal crack to the notch to allow crack
propagation. Such interior crack formation and
nanocracking has been previously observed as a
primary crack propagation mechanism in nanocrys-
talline metals,11,14,37 where void formation at grain
boundaries and triple junctions ahead of the main
crack contribute to intergranular fracture.38

Crack propagation, the second stage of fatigue
lifetime, is analyzed next. Grain bridging is defined
as when a grain spans the opposing fracture
surfaces in the crack wake, dissipating energy that
would have extended the crack tip.39,40 A network of
nanocracks and grain bridging events causes unsta-
ble crack propagation in the ordered grain boundary
sample, whereas the AIF-containing sample had
steady crack propagation punctuated by a series of
nanocracks that ultimately connect to cause failure.
Crack progressions captured from video frames are
shown in Fig. 3a, b, c, d, e and f for the ordered
grain boundary sample and in Fig. 3g, h, i, j, k and l
for the AIF-containing sample, with the number of
elapsed cycles in the loading direction indicated in
the bottom right corner of each image. Relative
motion of microstructural features in both samples
visible in Fig. 3 may be due in part to global
elongation caused by creep from the extended time
under tension necessary to reach high-cycle fatigue.
Similar microstructural shifts were also observed by
Bufford et al.26 during in situ TEM Cu high-cycle
fatigue. The last frames before failure for the
ordered grain boundary sample (Fig. 3f) and AIF-
containing sample (Fig. 3l) show the ordered grain
boundary sample failing during constant loading
between cycling steps and the AIF-containing sam-
ple failing during active fatigue cycling, which
causes the image to be blurry.

Unlike in early fatigue studies in the TEM,41 the
recently developed nanoindentation-based capabil-
ity permits quantitative measurement of the driving
force and crack advance throughout the fatigue test.
From the measured forces and estimates for sample
dimensions, it is possible to calculate approximate
values for the plane stress linear elastic stress
intensity range during fatigue loading. After the
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first 100 nm of propagation, the crack is expected to
have escaped the influence of the � 90 nm notch
radius and a rudimentary estimate of the stress
intensity factor for the clamped SENT geometry is
possible.42 The crack tip is defined as the furthest
ingress of the crack. Note that the crack tip could be
a nanocrack with bridging grains in its wake.43 For
the AIF-containing specimen at a total crack length
of 1.1 lm (for notch plus crack length a, which we
note is a definition used only for this exercise, and
specimen width W, a/W = 0.33), the 10 lN applied

force amplitude corresponds to a stress intensity
factor range of DK � 0.4 MPa�m, which is well
below the macroscopic fatigue threshold for Cu.44

Direct in situ visual measurements of total crack
length as a function of cycles shown in Fig. 4a and b
for the ordered grain boundary and AIF-containing
samples, respectively, enabled a determination of
the crack growth rate, with additional details
provided in online Supplementary Note 3. For these
conditions, we measure a crack growth rate of
2 9 10�12 m/cycle for the AIF-containing sample.

Fig. 2. Bright field transmisison electron microscopy images of the (a–f) ordered grain boundary and (g–l) amorphous intergranular film (AIF)
containing samples that show crack initiation with progressive cycling, where the number of elasped cycles is indicated in the bottom right. The
dashed lines show the notch. The black arrows in (a–f) identify a grain that grows with cycling and where crack initiation eventually occurs, while
the blue arrows show a competing crack initiation site. The red arrows in (f) indicate intergranular cracks formed in front of the notch at the
competing crack initiation sites. The blue arrows in (k) and (l) indicate a grain that plastically deforms and yields due to the nucleating crack, and
the red arrows show an interior crack formed in front of the notch. The white arrow in (a) shows the loading direction.
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Given the yield strength of approximately 1 GPa,21

the corresponding plane stress monotonic plastic
zone size is estimated to be in the vicinity of 35–
65 nm, confirming small-scale yielding and a valid
estimate of the plane stress KI. This extremely low
crack growth rate is comparable to the value
reported previously for in situ measurements on
pure Cu26 and is a growth rate that is difficult to
measure by other macroscopic test techniques. The
low crack growth rate corresponds to a single lattice
parameter of average crack advance every � 200
cycles. Consistent with direct observation, the crack
grows intermittently, arresting and restarting at

the atomic scale, despite the apparent monotonic
growth shown in Fig. 4. The early crack growth rate
for the ordered boundary specimen was even lower
at � 5 9 10�13 m/cycle, despite a higher driving
force DK � 1.2 MPa�m at a crack length of 1.1 lm.
Finally, the crack growth accelerates in the ordered
grain boundary sample, which is consistent with an
increasing driving force for propagation as the crack
propagated and the loading conditions increased. In
contrast, the AIF-containing sample showed an
unexpected constant crack growth rate despite the
increasing driving force associated with both a
growing crack and increasing load amplitudes. The

Fig. 3. Bright field transmission electron microscopy images of the (a–f) ordered grain boundary and (g–l) amorphous intergranular film (AIF)
containing samples showing crack propagation with progressive fatigue cycling, where the number of elapsed cycles is indicated in the bottom
right. The white arrow in (a) shows the loading direction. The last frame before failure is shown in (f) and (l), where the (f) ordered grain boundary
sample failed during constant loading between fatigue cycling and the (l) AIF-containing sample failed during fatigue cycling, causing the image to
be blurry.
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growth rate behavior during in situ fatigue loading
of metals warrants further investigation because
the observations reported here are substantially
different from those reported for bulk ultrafine
grained Cu.44

Plastic activity was identified dynamically
through observation in the video in frame-by-frame
analysis, where moving dislocations and grain
boundaries differentiated from bend contours
through their discrete and asynchronous motion.31

Instances of plastic activity, which may include
dislocation nucleation, dislocation movement, or
grain boundary migration, as a function of distance
from the advancing crack tip, are shown as heat
maps in Fig. 5a for the ordered grain boundary
sample and in Fig. 5b for the AIF-containing sam-
ple. In this figure, activity closest to the crack tip is
black and the farthest is white. The background
bright field TEM images show the last clear frame
before sudden failure for reference. The load ampli-
tude for all except the first 160,000 cycles in both
samples corresponds to � 50 nm of displacement,
causing a 1–2 grain ambiguity in the recorded
plastic activity locations, corresponding to a � 40 to
80 nm potential error in the position measure-
ments. The crack tip coordinates were then found

during constant loading conditions between cycling
sets and used to calculate the linear distance from
the plastic event to the crack tip position at the time
of occurrence. Cycling steps 44, 45, and 53 for the
ordered grain boundary and 23 for AIF-containing
samples, as described in online Supplementary Note
3, were not analyzed for plastic behavior due to
excessive drift. Plastic events were then separated
as being in front of or behind the crack tip, such as
at a grain bridge. A total of 75% of the total plastic
events in the ordered grain boundary sample were
in front of the crack tip compared with 98% of AIF-
containing sample plastic events, signifying
enhanced plasticity preceding the crack tip when
AIFs are present. The heat maps show that plastic
activity in front of the crack tip is concentrated
along the path of crack advancement for the ordered
grain boundary sample, with localized clusters at
the point of initiation and where a grain bridge
eventually occurs. In contrast, plastic activity in the
AIF-containing sample is more evenly distributed
and far in front of the crack tip. Figure 5c presents
the position data from Fig. 5a and b as cumulative
distributions. One can pick an arbitrary distance to
understand the difference in the two distributions.
For example, 50% of plastic activity in the ordered

Fig. 4. Crack growth beginning at the notch as a function of fatigue cycle for the (a) ordered grain boundary and (b) amorphous intergranular film
(AIF) containing samples.
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grain boundary sample occurred within � 130 nm
from the crack tip, whereas 50% of plastic activity in
the AIF-containing sample occurred within
� 300 nm from the crack tip. Also, plastic activity
only extended to � 600 nm from the crack tip in the
ordered grain boundary sample but reached up to
800 nm away in the AIF-containing sample.

For the ordered grain boundary sample, very few
plastic events were recorded at nanocracks outside
of the main crack, which suggests these features
likely formed through subcritical cleavage. Similar
events were observed previously for sputtered thin
films.31 The extensive nanocrack network observed
in the ordered grain boundary sample, but not in
the AIF-containing sample, may be accounted for by
the larger distribution of plastic activity in the AIF-
containing sample. AIFs diffuse grain boundary
strain, giving grain boundaries with these features
a higher damage tolerance than a comparable
ordered grain boundary.22 The distributed plastic
activity observed in the AIF-containing sample is
likely due to AIFs mitigating boundary damage and
allowing observable plastic activity to manifest,
whereas the ordered grain boundary sample suc-
cumbed to nanocracking before having observable
plastic activity.

The unstable crack propagation in the ordered
grain boundary sample propagated through the
formation of nanocracks and grain bridges. The
evolution of one such grain bridge with progressive
cycling is shown in Fig. 6a for the ordered grain
boundary sample. The red arrow marks a grain that
sustained considerable localized plasticity and has
grown across the grain bridge, serving as the point

of eventual detachment. Although the AIF-contain-
ing sample also had grain bridging, it was accom-
panied by significant crack tip plasticity with steady
crack propagation. Bright field TEM images of the
AIF-containing sample in Fig. 6b show a distinct
‘‘V’’ shape preceding the crack tip, with one example
indicated by the red arrows, which may be a blunted
crack or plastic hinge caused by local thinning and
deformation from strain fields ahead of the crack
tip,45–47 or movement of material through disloca-
tion emission and absorption between nearby grain
boundaries and the advancing crack tip.12 The
plastic deformation zone was also confined to the
grains located immediately in front of the crack tip,
indicating that possible slip transfer was limited by
factors such as grain boundary character, slip
system orientation, and angle of crack
deflection.31,48–51

Next, analysis of the fracture surfaces post failure
is presented. Tortuosity can be defined as the ratio
between the total crack length and the distance
between the crack starting and ending points,
excluding the notch.52 Propagation refers to the
stage of crack growth after initiation until the
critical length that causes sudden, uncontrolled
failure is reached. Failure refers to the portion of
the fracture surface formed after the propagation
stage at sudden failure. Saw-toothing is defined as
individual grains that undergo severe local plastic
deformation and become ligaments until finally
necking down to a point.14 Bright field TEM images
of the fracture surfaces are shown in Fig. 7 for the
ordered grain boundary and AIF-containing sam-
ples. The dashed red lines mark the start of the

Fig. 5. Heat maps of the (a) ordered grain boundary and (b) amorphous intergranular film (AIF) containing samples showing the location of
plastic activity identified dynamically in frame-by-frame analysis through the video in front of the advancing crack tip accumulated throughout the
fatigue tests. The color gradient shows the distance of the plastic event from the crack tip at the time of detection, where black is closest and
white is farthest. The backgrounds are bright field transmission electron microscopy images of the last clear frame before fracture for reference.
(c) The cumulative distribution fraction of plastic activity as a function of the distance from the crack tip at the point of detection. The ordered grain
boundary sample data are shown with red circles and the AIF-containing sample data appear as blue squares.
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propagation stage where crack nucleation occurs on
the left and the crack propagates to the right. The
solid blue lines mark the end of the propagation
stage and the commencement of sudden failure. The
fracture surfaces from the failure stages are shown
in greater detail for the ordered grain boundary and
AIF-containing samples in Fig. 7c and e, respec-
tively, with the outlines of the fracture surfaces
shown in Fig. 7d and f to help guide interpretation.
The crack deflection segment lengths, deflection
angles, and tortuosity measurements from the
fracture surfaces for each stage are presented in
Table I. The larger average deflection angle in the
failure versus propagation stage for both samples
can be attributed to saw-toothing that was only
observed in the failure stage, as shown in Fig. 7c
and e. The mean deflection lengths are on the same
scale as the grain size, with good alignment between
mating surfaces excluding saw-toothed regions.53

The tortuosity is comparable between all stages,
except the propagation stage in the AIF-containing
sample that is significantly smoother with almost no
measurable tortuosity. Fracture modes due to cyclic
loading differ from monotonic loading conditions
when crack tip plasticity is appreciable. Since

plasticity is mainly absent from brittle materials,
the fracture surface morphologies subject to cyclic or
monotonic loads will be similar in classically brittle
materials such as ceramics.4 The difference in
tortuosity between the propagation and failure
fracture surfaces observed in the AIF-containing
sample are therefore another sign of enhanced crack
tip ductility.

Toughening mechanisms can be categorized
based on where they occur in relation to the crack
tip and the shielding mechanisms. Extrinsic tough-
ening operates behind the crack tip and lowers the
effective force felt by the crack tip. Intrinsic tough-
ening operates in front of the crack tip primarily
through plasticity and normally operates in more
ductile materials.4 Plasticity-induced toughening
was more extensive in the case of the ordered grain
boundary sample—a result that was indirectly
confirmed by the longer stable (subcritical) crack
length prior to catastrophic failure in the ordered
grain boundary sample compared with the AIF-
containing sample. The effects of plasticity are also
apparent in the propagating crack tip shape, as the
ordered grain boundary sample showed a more
open, blunted crack whereas the AIF-containing

Fig. 6. Bright field transmission electron microscopy images of the (a) ordered grain boundary and (b) amorphous intergranular film (AIF)
containing samples showing the evolution of microstructrual events that occurred in each film during fatigue. A grain bridging event in the ordered
grain boundary sample that sustained substantial plastic activity is visible in (a), where the grain indicated by the red arrow grew across the bridge
and served as the eventual point of detachment. The plastic deformation zone in front of the crack tip of the AIF-containing sample appears in (b),
where a distinctive ‘‘V’’ shape preceding the crack is highlighted by the red arrows.
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crack had a narrower crack profile, and correspond-
ingly lower crack-tip opening displacement (Fig. 3).
This enhanced plasticity-induced toughening is due,
in part, to the 12% lower yield strength of the
ordered grain boundary sample (938 MPa for
ordered grain boundaries compared with
1068 MPa for AIF-containing).21 Grain bridging,
an extrinsic mechanism, was present in both sam-
ples and can also contribute to improved toughness.
Factors such as dopant segregation, grain boundary
character, disordering, and energy state have been
found to impact the damage tolerance of a grain
boundary.54–59 For example, modulating the num-
ber of low-angle grain boundaries and enhancing
twinning improves fracture toughness.54,60,61 Incor-
poration of these techniques with extrinsic mecha-
nisms to enhance grain bridging offers pathways to
resist crack propagation in nanocrystalline metals.
Alloys with appropriate doping and annealing con-
ditions that permit AIF formation can utilize the

enhanced ductility observed preceding the crack tip
in this study to intrinsically toughen nanocrys-
talline alloys and avoid catastrophic, sudden frac-
ture. Nanocrystalline alloys containing AIFs are
also stronger than the same alloy with only ordered
grain boundaries,21,23,62 offering a unique combina-
tion of ductile crack tip shielding with strengths
even higher than nanocrystalline metal
expectations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Cu-1 at.% Zr thin films were thermally processed
to have either ordered grain boundaries or contain
AIFs and then subjected to in situ TEM fatigue.
Several observations have been made, with our
main findings categorized by fatigue lifetime stage.

1. Crack initiation The ordered grain boundary
sample experienced grain growth and disloca-
tion activity at the crack initiation site. Nanoc-

Fig. 7. Bright field transmission electron microscopy images are shown of the (a) ordered grain boundary and (b) amorphous intergranular film
(AIF) containing samples after fatigue failure. The dashed red lines indicate the point of crack initiation where crack propagation occurs to the
right until reaching the solid blue line, where sudden failure then commenced. The fracture surfaces are shown in greater detail for the (c) ordered
grain boundary and (e) AIF-containing samples, with outlines of the fracture surface shown for each sample in (d) and (f).

Table I. Fracture surface analysis of the ordered grain boundary and amorphous intergranular film (AIF)
containing samples from the propagation and failure stages of the fatigue crack lifetime

Avg. deflection length (nm) Avg. deflection angle (�) Tortuosity

Propagation Failure Propagation Failure Propagation Failure

Ordered grain boundary 37.7 34.3 68.8 83.3 1.53 1.53
AIF-containing 46.2 38.9 58.9 82.2 1.01 1.52
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racks formed within the ordered grain boundary
sample interior and grew until a bridging grain
detached, connecting the internal nanocrack to
the notch to allow the start of crack propagation.
The AIF-containing sample had no grain growth
at crack initiation and instead had distributed
plastic activity surrounding the notch region.
Similar to the ordered sample, internal cracking
occurred until the bridging grain yielded, con-
necting the nanocrack to the notch and allowing
crack propagation to commence.

2. Propagation The ordered grain boundary sam-
ple demonstrated unsteady, accelerating crack
growth characterized by the formation of an
extensive nanocrack network interspersed with
grain bridges. In contrast, the AIF-containing
sample experienced steady, constant-rate crack
growth with distributed plastic activity preced-
ing the crack tip. The evenly distributed plastic
activity in the AIF-containing sample indicates
that the grain boundaries were better able to
mitigate dislocation damage, whereas the or-
dered grain boundary sample had extensive
nanocracking and highly localized plasticity.

In summary, the ordered grain boundary sample
had highly localized plasticity with unsteady crack
propagation and extensive nanocracking. The AIF
sample instead demonstrated enhanced ductility
preceding the crack tip with steady crack propaga-
tion and evenly distributed plastic activity, indicat-
ing that the AIFs diffused grain boundary strain
and inhibited boundary fracture. Although
nanocrystalline metal grain sizes cause undesirable
rapid crack growth during fatigue, the associated
high volume fraction of grain boundaries may serve
as a silver-lining. Extrinsically, grain bridging
coupled with enhanced damage tolerance tech-
niques can increase fatigue toughness by resisting
crack propagation in nanocrystalline metals. Intrin-
sically, AIFs can diffuse grain boundary strain
concentrations and promote dislocation activity for
more stable crack growth. A simple thermal pro-
cessing route has been shown to significantly
enhance the ductile fatigue toughness preceding
the crack tip of a nanocrystalline binary alloy,
which provides a path forward for nanocrystalline
alloys in fatigue-related applications.
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